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During this COVID-19 pandemic there have been more than enough uncaring prison staff and officials. 
This rings especially true in Michigan. We have had administration officials relax rules so officers can 
"pass the test" to come in the prison to work. The worst may be a down right refusal to make staff 
testing mandatory because prison officials were so sure their officers would test positive enmass and 
the National Guard would be forced to step in to run the prison which would expose their 
incompetence. There have been over 5 lawsuits and thousands of grievances filed by prisoners. So, with 
nearly 5,000 inmates testing positive and almost 100 deaths it is easy to look at the Michigan 
Department of Corrections with despair. 
 
The truth is a little brighter than what the statistics may show you. Here at G. Robert Cotton 
Correctional Facility the facility suffered heavily due to some poor decisions made at the administrative 
level but in the midst of the miss management, the marching sick inmates from one security level across 
the whole compound to another security level, the sharing of the inflected laundry area with clean units 
which spread the virus like wildfire and even releasing a sick inmate back into his unit because of a mix 
up on test results, there were shining examples of integrity and compassion. 
 
Let me tell you about 2 officers who battled the incompetence from the front lines. Officer Johnson, 
fought tirelessly against all these poor choices, she was the boots on the ground that no one would 
listen to. With her partner, officer Hammond, they were on the front line from the beginning. They 
objected when the Deputy of Housing repurposed the College unit into the COVID-19 unit. They both 
expressed concern when potentially sick inmates were being housed in the unit when healthy inmates 
were still upstairs. The chaos was so extreme in the beginning that Officer Hammond's original 
partner Officer Blair took his retirement early at the start of the pandemic seeing how bad it would 
get in the prison. Yet, officer Hammond stuck it out, rumors were told that he was living in a motel so 
he wouldn't risk inflecting his family were he to contract the virus. 
 
When men panicked in the early stages as the potentially sick men were being moved into the 
downstairs areas of the unit both Officer Johnson and Hammond kept cool heads which made the 
inmates calm. Without them present it could have easily escalated into something bad but most 
inmates trusted that they were fighting to do things right. 
 
Understandably, Corona being a Novel virus, it would take a long time to get things right but eventually 
they had a whole unit full of sick men to deal with. At that point Johnson & Hammond argued with 
medical staff to get guys to the hospital so they could get the attention they needed to survive. Not all 
the inmates lived, many suffered but they did what they could to ease the suffering of us criminals, 
treating a murderer no different than a drunk driver or offender in for drugs. I can say with complete 
confidence that this dynamic duo saved the life of an old Lifer and friend of mine Nate Evans.  
 
When Mr. Evans was brought to the Covid unit he was so weak he could not even make his bed. He 
came in mid morning and by early afternoon our Hero's had nurses giving the 65+ year old Mr. Evans 
oxygen and an ambulance was on its way to take him to the hospital. Now, many men have been 
hospitalized due to COVID-19, I refused to go to the hospital and it whipped my butt. Yet, Nate Evans is 
older, has many preexisting conditions and has been in prison for over 3 decades so his butt had already 



been kicked by doing time. It took him 20 days to return when most men only spend 3 days in the 
hospital. He said they took great care of him and there were some close calls in the beginning but they 
nursed him back to health or at least healthy enough so he could return to prison where he can now 
wait to die of natural causes. 
 
Many officers would have looked at old man Nate, as a murderer not deserving of help, other officers 
would have overlooked him because he is black, some would have walked past Nates cell and not 
done anything because Nate was NOT asking for help. Not Officers Johnson and Hammond they have 
spent the last 3 months working overtime, working to exhaustion, fighting with an administration that 
dehumanizes inmates and was trying to pack inmates into the quarantine unit like cattle. They even 
pushed many of the nursing staff to do right by US. As inmates we often are made acutely aware that 
we are viewed as societies throw aways. Our daily lives are wrought with dehumanization and few 
care if we live or die as long as we do it quietly. So, in the midst of a chaotic facility where everyone is 
trying to figure out what to do, how to do it and how deal with all these sick bodies these 2 officers 
saw the humanity in each and every person they interacted with. 
 
That is exemplary. Too often as inmates we only share our complaints, many inmates feel victimized 
by the system but this time, this story is about 2 Hero's who saved lives and demonstrated 
compassion to hundreds that their own bosses saw as less than human because of their past mistakes. 
People like this is what makes America great and I'm proud to call attention to their excellent work. 
 


